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Over the past few years, much attention has been paid to deductive databases. They offer a logic-based 
interface, and allow formulation of complex recursive queries. However, they do not offer appropriate update 
facilities, and do not support existing applications. To overcome these problems an SQL-like interface is 
required besides a logic-based interface. 
In the PRISMA project we have developed a tightly-coupled istributed atabase, on a multiprocessor 
machine, with two user interfaces: SQL and PRISMAIog. Query optimization is localized in one component: 
the relational query optimizer. Therefore, we have defined an eXtended Relational Algebra that allows 
recursive query formulation and can also be used for expressing executable schedules, and we have developed 
algebraic optimization strategies for recursive queries. In this paper we describe an optimization strategy that 
rewrites regular (in the context of formal grammars) mutually recursive queries into standard Relational 
Algebra and transitive closure operations. We also describe how to push selections into the resulting transitive 
closure operations. 
The reason we focus on algebraic optimization is that, in our opinion, the new generation of advanced 
database systems will be built starting from existing state-of-the-art relational technology, instead of building 
a completely new class of systems. 
Keywords. Deductive databases; relational databases; recursive queries; algebraic optimization; transitive 
closure. 
I. Introduction 
As a result of the clear need for database systems that provide more reasoning power than 
traditional relational database systems, a lot of attention has been paid to so-called eductive 
databases. These deductive databases offer a logic programming interface, called Datalog, 
that allows an easy, declarative specification of complex problems. Examples of such systems 
are NAIL! [31] and LDL [32]. Declarative query languages are, of course, since long 
associated with relational databases, but the new aspect of deductive databases is their 
support of recursive queries. 
Traditionally, queries are optimized by a relational query optimizer. This optimizer 
produces a schedule to manipulate the huge sets of data stored in the database in such a way 
that the answer to a query is computed efficiently. To reach this goal, it uses a number of 
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strategies uch as pushing selections into a query tree, determining join order, and 
introducing semijoins. These strategies do not suffice when dealing with recursive queries; 
therefore, much research as been focused on optimization strategies for recursive queries. 
In the optimization of recursive queries we may discern two approaches: a logic approach 
and an algebraic approach. Researchers from the field of logic programming are mostly 
concerned with a logic-based approach, focusing on issues relevant in the context of logic 
programming, whereas researchers from the database field are mostly concerned with 
algebraic approaches, focusing on set-oriented optimization as usually studied in the 
database field. However, in [14] it is clearly shown that Datalog can be translated into 
equations of positive Relational Algebra and vice versa. So, we may first optimize in a 
Datalog context, then translate the resulting program into Relational Algebra and execute it
on the database. But we may also first translate from Datalog into Relational Algebra, 
optimize the resulting program, and then execute it on the database. We may even go back 
and forth between Datalog and Relational Algebra, optimizing in each subsequent step 
(however, in this case care should be taken that optimization performed in one formalism is 
not destroyed by another optimization i  the other formalism). It shall be no surprise that, 
given the resemblance between Datalog and Relational Algebra, optimization strategies in 
both contexts have a striking resemblance. We will go into this aspect later. 
A disadvantage of deductive databases i  that there is not yet a satisfactory way of dealing 
with updates in a logic query language. Although a logic query language is an appealing tool 
for formulating complex queries, it is, as such, not sufficient as user interface to a database 
system. Hence, there still is a need for conventional user-interfaces to a database system, 
besides a logic programming one. 
In the PRISMA project we have developed a tightly-coupled, istributed atabase on a 
multiprocessor machine [4, 29]. And following the observations above, we have implemented 
two user-interfaces on the system. A standard SQL interface to deal with updates and to be 
able to run existing applications, and a logic query interface for easy formulation of complex 
queries and support of recursive queries. The logic query language is called PRISMAIog 
[27]; it is an extension of standard Datalog. The semantics of PRISMAIog is purely 
declarative, which means that the ordering of rules and predicates i not important. So, only 
the specification of the problem is given in PRISMAIog, how to solve it is left as a task for 
the database system--more specifically the query optimizer. 
In the PRISMA project we thus have two interfaces that provide us with queries that have 
to be optimized and executed. To facilitate this process, it seems ensible to translate both 
query languages to one intermediate language that can be used for optimization and 
execution. This intermediate language is called eXtended Relational Algebra (XRA), which 
is essentially the Relational Algebra extended with constructs to support recursive query 
processing. This has as a big advantage that there are many algorithms available for relational 
query optimization, which is particularly important in a distributed environment. And since 
we now have all optimization concentrated in one component--the r lational query optim- 
izer- -we also have to develop algebraic optimization strategies for recursive queries. 
We feel that this approach is more appropriate than to put the optimization i the translation 
from PRISMAIog to XRA. Particularly, since we are dealing with a distributed environ- 
ment, where information about fragmentation a d replication of data may be very important 
in the optimization [10]. 
The structure of this paper is as follows. In Section 2 we give a short overview of existing 
logic and algebraic optimization strategies. In Section 3 we describe the extension made to 
Relational Algebra that enables us to express recursive queries. In Section 4 we distinguish 
several types of recursion. In Section 5 we describe an optimization strategy for the most 
common type of recursion that we call regular. In Section 6 we describe how to deal with 
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recursive queries that do not belong to this class. In Section 7 we discuss the transitive 
closure operation, which is crucial to our optimization, and how to push selections into this 
operation. The use of distributed computation for this operation is also discussed. Finally, 
Section 8 concludes this paper. Part of this work has been described before in [2, 3, 22]. 
2. Approaches to recursive query optimization 
In this section we give a short overview of some optimization strategies, both in the 
context of logic and in the context of algebra. 
2.1 Coupling Prolog and databases 
Coupling Prolog and a relational database l ads to an impedance mismatch between these 
two systems. The Prolog inference ngine applies a depth-first search strategy on the facts 
stored in main memory, and uses backtracking. The database system is tuned to retrieving 
sets of tuples from secondary memory. When the Prolog engine encounters a database 
predicate in the program this leads to a single-tuple retrieval from the database, thereby 
reducing the database to a simple storing device. To overcome this impedance mismatch, 
several techniques have been developed to come to a more efficient program execution. 
A first technique is to retrieve a set of tuples corresponding to a database predicate from 
the database and store it in a sort of cache; this set can, for instance, be a page on disk. 
Whenever the Prolog inference ngine asks for a new tuple, first this cache is searched, and 
whenever it is empty a new retrieval request is sent to the database. 
A second technique is to modify the original Prolog program.-By rewriting the Prolog 
rules one may ensure a more efficient use of the database. Changing the order of the 
predicates in a rule may lead to queries that are more selective, and to a reduction of the 
amount of tuples to be transported from the database to the Prolog system. For instance, 
instead of sending a query concerning a single database predicate to the database, one can 
send a conjunction of predicates to the database [16]. This amounts to computing a join in 
the database and sending the results to the Prolog system. 
A third technique is to cache both data and queries. Whenever a database predicate is 
queried, not only the data retrieved is stored in the Prolog system, but also the query that 
was executed. This may help to discover that a query has already been solved once-- for  
instance, in the context of another u le -  and that the result is still available. Therefore, the 
database does not have to be approached again. This technique may further be improved by 
the use of subsumption. Whenever a query is posed that has already been solved in a more 
general form (by having variables instead of constants as arguments) there is no need to 
approach the database, since the result has already been retrieved and has been stored in 
Prolog's main memory [11]. 
Although several systems have been built using the techniques mentioned above (for an 
overview see [14]), coupling Prolog to a database does not lead to very efficient systems. The 
database system is mainly used as a large data storage device, and a caching and storing 
mechanism for relevant data is built inside the Prolog system. Especially for recursive 
queries, this leads to an inefficient way of computation. A quite different approach is to 
translate Prolog rules directly into Relational Algebra definitions, and solve recursion by 
unfolding the defining rules until no more new results are obtained [17]. This overcomes 
some of the problems, but has as a drawback that recursion is still handled outside the 
database system. 
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2.2 Deductive databases 
In deductive databases there are two main optimization strategies for recursive programs. 
One can rewrite a logic program into one that, hopefully, will lead to a better performance; 
this is a purely syntactic way. Or one can develop an evaluation strategy that improves 
performance by executing queries/subqueries n a suitable order; this is a more semantic 
way. Both strategies focus on queries that have a variable bound to a constant value. In 
Relational Algebra this amounts to a selection on the eventual result. Let us first concentrate 
on the syntactic rewriting strategy. 
2.2.1. Magic sets 
One of the most popular ewriting methods in a logic context is that of 'magic sets' [5, 39]. 
It is based on the idea of sideways information passing. This means that by first solving a 
predicate with some variables bound, one can obtain bindings for other variables; which in 
their turn may transfer to other predicates in the same rule. The magic set method works by 
inserting a 'magic' predicate in the body of a recursive rule, which models the bound 
variables to be transferred. This may restrict he computation of the recursive predicate to a 
small part of the data. It is illustrated by the following example. 
Example 1. Given the following ancestor program 
anc(X, Y):-par(X, Y). 
anc(X, Y):-anc(X, Z), par(Z, Y). 
? anc(a, Y). 
the result of applying the magic set method is the following program: 
magic(a). 
anc(X, Y):-par(X, Y). 
anc(X, Y):-magic(X), anc(X, Z), par(Z, Y). 
? anc(a, Y). 
One may see that when a left-to-right order of evaluation of the predicates i assumed, the 
evaluation of anc(X, Z) is limited to the parents, grandparents, great-grandparents, e c.of 
a; this is the so-called 'cone' of a. 
Translated into algebraic terms, the method turns out to lead to a repeated computation of a 
semijoin. The introduction of the magic predicate results in the subsequent computation of: 
cr1=,PAR, PAR ~< (or 1 =aPAR), PAR ~< (PAR ~< (0" 1=.PAR) ) ,  etc. 
1 =2 1 =2 1=2 
instead of the complete relation ancestor. Although the magic set method may lead to an 
improvement of the original program, it does not necessarily lead to a more efficient 
program. For some queries, the binding of a variable to a constant value does not allow a 
program to be rewritten in such a form that it can be computed more efficiently. The binding 
of the variable will, in that case, not restrict he computation; the rewritten program will then 
be larger (in terms of rules and predicates), but not more efficient. 
A variant of the magic set method is called magic counting [35]. Besides restricting the 
computation to the 'cone' of a, it also stores the distance of an ancestor to the root of the 
tree, which is a. A major drawback of this approach is that it only works for non-cyclic 
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relations, and cannot handle situations where there are several paths between any two 
points. This makes the method only applicable for relations with a tree structure, and limits 
its applicability. Now that syntactic rewriting of programs has been discussed, let us study 
evaluation strategies for logic programs. 
2.2.2. Query /subquery 
An evaluation strategy for recursive programs in a logic context hat has received a lot of 
attention is called the query/subquery approach [42, 43]. Its purpose is to evaluate a logic 
program in such an order that the computation is most efficient. By efficiency one here 
means that the total amount of data used in the computation (the number of tuples) is 
minimized. 
The query/subquery approach assumes the presence of a selection function, which 
indicates the specific predicate in the body of a rule to be considered next for evaluation. 
This selection function itself is not specified, but can be an arbitrary function: most 
instantiated predicate, left-most predicate, etc. If the chosen predicate is a database 
predicate the answers are retrieved from the database (set-at-a-time), but if it is an 
intensional p red icate -  defined by a ru le -  it has to be evaluated. This is done by recursive- 
ly applying the query/subquery approach on the rule defining the predicate. At each stage of 
the evaluation process one has to keep track of the solutions and subqueries generated thus 
far. 
The main benefit of the approach is that it focuses on relevant data. There are two aspects 
to this issue. The first aspect is that a tuple that is produced uring evaluation of the program 
should be used only once in the further evaluation process, no matter how many times it is 
produced. This is equivalent to taking a union of the produced tuples in Relational Algebra: 
when a tuple is produced twice it will be present only once in the intermediate r sult relation 
that is used in the subsequent computations. The second aspect is that values that are 
produced for variables are used only once in the further evaluation process. This approach is 
illustrated by the following example. 
Example 2. Let us assume the following rule to be part of the program: 
pred(Z): -p(X,  Y), r(Y, Z) .  
When we assume a left-to-right order of evaluation, the evaluation of the predicate p will 
provide values for Y that can be used to restrict he evaluation of r. The values of X have no 
influence on the evaluation process. In the query/subquery approach, great care is taken to 
use each value for Y only once in the evaluation of r. Hence, if p is a base relation with 
tuples (a, c) and (b, c), there will be only one evaluation process for the subquery r(c, Z). 
From this description, it may be clear that this technique is equivalent to applying a semijoin 
in Relational Algebra. Using the same example, the equivalent Relational Algebra strategy 
would be to compute R ~< P. 
1=2 
A first problem with the query/subquery approach is that the selection function, which 
determines the performance of the approach, is not specified. Actually, this selection 
function determines the join order of the relations in the rule (without, however, the 
possibility of specifying which join algorithm should be used). A second problem is that the 
approach leads to a complex overhead for keeping track of queries/subqueries and answers. 
It is not clear if the database system can be used for storing and manipulating this complex 
administration. A third problem is that the approach leads to 'single predicate' queries to the 
database, instead of joins between several relations. And since at least part of the answers is 
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probably stored outside the database system, it will encourage the use of a nested-loop join 
method. Whereas the database system itself would perhaps have been able to use a more 
efficient join method, such as sort-merge. 
2.2.3. Other approaches 
Several other methods besides the ones mentioned in the foregoing have been developed. 
In [15] the translation of a logic program into an iterative relational program is studied. This 
method only works for a very restricted class of rules--strictly right or left linear rules. 
(Terminology is treated later, in Section 4.) One of the first evaluation strategies developed 
is described in [20]. It only works for a restricted class of rules. In [38] a framework is 
developed for studying the evaluation of recursive programs. Several optimization strategies 
have been described that were developed in the context of that framework [33, 41]. For a 
good overview of the large number of strategies that have been developed over the years, 
see [14] or [34]. 
In [6] the performance of several of these strategies i compared. In this comparison the 
data is assumed to be non-cyclic, and duplicate paths between any two points are excluded if
they do not have the same length. This results in relations that mainly model trees and lists; 
the results of the performance comparisons are, therefore, not easily generalizable and have 
only limited value. The criteria on which these strategies are compared are rather surpriging 
in a relational environment. They measure the number of successful firings of rules, which 
leads, for instance, to choosing the size of the result relation as a measure of complexity for 
the join or selection operation. Whereas in a relational environment the number of page 
accesses is usually taken as the relevant factor to assess the suitability of an optimization 
strategy. 
2.3 Algebraic optimization 
Although recursive query optimization has received most of its attention i  a logic context, 
it has also been studied in an algebraic one. By recognizing that Datalog-like programs can 
be translated into equations of positive Relational Algebra (Relational Algebra without he 
set-difference operator), one may perform this translation and optimize the resulting 
algebraic equations. This approach is taken in [12] and [13]. Here, a Datalog program is 
translated into a system of algebraic equations, and optimization techniques are studied for 
queries containing a constant value (i.e. a selection on the result). 
In this approach, first the system of equations i put into some normal form. This normal 
form allows the detection of common subexpressions, which are factored out to reduce the 
amount of computation. Given the remaining system of equations, one can identify the 
strongly connected components and determine an order of evaluation of these components. 
A strongly connected component corresponds to a subsystem of equations that are mutually 
recursive. It can, therefore, be solved independently once the results of the other compo- 
nents it uses are known. 
For the evaluation of strongly connected components, two optimization strategies have 
been developed. They are called reduction of variables and reduction of constants. Reduction 
of variables is a way of propagating selections on the result (a variable in the system of 
equations) to base relations (or constant relations) that are used in the equations for the 
variable. This is similar to pushing selections down into a query tree in the case of 
non-recursive queries. Reduction of constants i a more intricate technique than reduction of 
variables. It uses the idea of sideways information passing by introducing a repeated semijoin 
that avoids using a complete base relation in the evaluation process. The next example 
illustrates this optimization technique. 
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Example 3. Given the following Datalog program: 
r(X, Y ) : - c , (X ,  r ) .  
r(X, Y ) : - r (X ,  Z) ,  c2(Z, r )  . 
where c 1 and c 2 denote base relations, its translation in algebraic equations is given by the 
following: 
R = N l U C 1 
N~ = R o C 2 
The notation R o C2 stands for 7rl,4(R ~ C2); the operator is called composition operator. 
When we consider a selection on the variable R, for instance, the second attribute should be 
equal to a, the system is translated into the following system of marked equations: 
(R :2) = (N, :2) U (C, :2) 
(N 1:2) = Ro(C 2:2) 
R = N 1 U C 1 
N 1 = R o C 2 . 
The notation (R : 2) means that there is a selection on the second attribute of R. As we can 
see, the system is now larger than it was before; but by a reduction of constants it is made 
more efficient han the original one. The base relation C 1 is used in its marked form in the 
first equation. In the third equation it is used entirely, but because it is only needed in the 
second equation for a join with C 2, it may be reduced by a semijoin with C 2. Similarly, C 2 
may be reduced. This results in the following equations, in their executable Relational 
Algebra form. 
= u c ,  
G =  2=o c2 u c2 c; 
These reduced constants may now be used instead of the original ones. 
It may be noticed that there is some resemblance between these reductions and the 'magic 
sets' method. In fact, reduction of variables turns out to compute a generalized cone of a 
[14]. 
Once the algebraic rewriting methods as described have been used, the resulting system of 
equations has to be evaluated. This done by iterating over this set of equations until a 
fixpoint is reached. For this iteration one can use a simple iteration (a naive approach), or an 
iteration that uses in each step only those newly produced tuples that can really lead to any 
new results (a semi-naive approach) [12]. 
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2.4 Conclusions 
In this section we showed that recursive queries can be optimized in a logic, as well as in 
an algebraic ontext. Techniques used in deductive databases, uch as 'magic sets', resemble 
well-known algebraic optimization techniques. Sideways information passing and focusing on 
relevant data in a logic approach, mimic semijoin techniques and set-oriented processing in 
an algebraic approach. Although logic is a good formalism for expressing recursion, it often 
encourages one to take a tuple-oriented approach--or even way of thinking--when 
studying optimization of queries. This is mainly due to the large influence of resolution-based 
computation, especially Prolog (although one tries to avoid this in most deductive database 
approaches, by adopting different compilation techniques for clauses). Since optimization 
can also be done in an algebraic way, we believe this to be preferred. It naturally leads to a 
set-oriented view on optimization, which is most efficient in a relational database context. 
Moreover, there exist many well-known query optimization techniques in the context of 
relational databases. 
The overall goal is to support query optimization in a data and knowledge base 
management system (DKBMS). In such a system both recursive and non-recursive queries 
will have to be supported. It is to be preferred to have one query optimizer that handles both 
cases. And since query optimization is well-developed in the context of relational databases, 
this seems a good starting point. Moreover, when the database system to be used is a 
distributed one, query optimization becomes even more important. And while there exist 
well-known techniques for query optimization in distributed atabases in a relational 
environment, this issue has not yet emerged in the context of deductive databases. Since we 
foresee a huge increase in the use of distributed atabase systems (expecially to enable 
parallel computation), it is almost mandatory to start from a relational query optimizer and 
optimize queries in an algebraic way. 
3. Expressing recursion in algebra 
In Section 1 we argued that it is to be preferred to have one query optimizer for all 
optimizations. This query optimizer should optimize queries from fourth-generation lan- 
guages uch as SQL and from logic languages such as PRISMAIog. Therefore, we need an 
intermediate language with the same expressive power as SQL and PRISMAIog that can be 
optimized and executed on a relational database. For this intermediate language we propose 
eXtended Relational Algebra (XRA). This language is essentially Relational Algebra 
extended with a fixpoint construct called ~x-calculus expression. 
In this section we describe /x-calculus expressions, which allow us to express arbitrary 
recursion in an algebraic way. In Section 5 we describe how to optimize these expressions by 
means of a rewriting mechanism. This rewriting involves removing the fixpoint construct and 
introducing transitive closure operations on relational algebra expressions. Note that XRA 
thus serves two purposes: it is an intermediate query language, and it is a language to express 
executable schedules on a relational database. This is illustrated in Fig. 1 ; on the level of the 
query language we have /x-calculus expressions to express recursion, on the level of the 
schedule language we have transitive closure operations and an iteration construct, and to 
query language: Relational Algebra, /z-calculus expressions 
$ rewriting 
schedule language: Relational Algebra, Transitive Closure, Iteration strategy 
Fig. 1. The two levels in XRA. 
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transform one into the other we have a query optimizer that is equipped with a rewriting 
strategy. 
3.1 ~z-calculus expressions 
To be able to handle recursive programs in a relational DBMS, it should first of all be 
possible to express them in a relational anguage. A construct is, therefore, necessary to 
express recursion. It should have a precise syntax and a precise semantics. For this purpose a 
new concept is introduced in this section: the /z-calculus expression. It is a least fixpoint 
construct hat enables the expression of arbitrary recursive programs. 
The /z-calculus is a concept adopted from theoretical computer science [36], where it is 
used to express the semantics of sequential programs. Informally speaking, a /z-calculus 
expression consists of a/z followed by a variable and a bracketed part consisting of several 
relational expressions that are separated by unions. The syntax of/z-calculus expressions i
shown in Fig. 2. To have a recursive program, the (mu-variable) should appear at least once 
in the { union of expressions ). One may compare a/z-calculus expression with the definition 
of a recursive function. The union of expressions being the body of the function and the 
mu-variable being the function identifier, which is used inside its own body. Note that since 
the union operation has its normal Relational Algebra semantics, the expressions in the 
union of expressions should be union compatible. 
Now that the syntax of a /z-calculus expression is explained, its semantics can be 
discussed. 
Consider the following example expression: 
/zX[B O "/l'attributes(A t><~conditions S ) ] ,  
where attributes stand for the set of attributes one is projecting on and conditions for the 
conditions associated with the join. (Note that a join is an abbreviation for a selection on a 
Cartesian product, and, thus, confirms to the syntax.) The meaning of this expression is 
obtained by an iterative substitution. First the empty relation is substituted for the variable 
X, and the result of the (union of expressions) i  computed, Then, in each subsequent s ep 
the result from the previous step is substituted for the variable X. Hence, when the 
expression would be evaluated in this naive way, the generated output would be as shown in 
Table 1. In this figure AIB represents z r (A~B) ,  similarly A2B represents 
1r (A~ 7r(A~'~ B)), etc., all with the appropriate subscripts. As may be seen, the output 
after n iteration steps is B U U "-1 i i= (A)B.  Remember that the result of ¢r(A t~ X) should be 
union compatible with the relation B, which is why the projection is necessary. 
Now that the syntax and semantics of/z-calculus expressions have been introduced, we 
may make the following observations. A relational database may be viewed as a finite lattice, 
where the partial order is defined by the set-inclusion relation. A/z-calculus expression then 
(/x-calculus expression ) :: = ~t (mu-variable) [ (union of expressions) ]. 
(union of expressions) :: = (expression) 
I ( expression } U (union of expressions ). 
(expression) ::= (mu-variable) 
I (relational variable) 
[lr (expression) 
I ( tr (expression) 
I(expression} × (expression) 
1( p.-calculus expression). 
Fig. 2. Syntax of/z-calculus expression. 
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Table 1. Semantics of/z-calculus expression. 
Iteration Output 
step 
1 B 
2 B U AtB 
3 B U A~B U A2B 
n B U U,f=,' (A')B 
may be viewed as a transformation on this lattice. Since all operations in a /z-calculus 
expression are monotone, this transformation is guaranteed to have a least fixpoint [30]. 
Moreover, since all relations in the database are finite, this least fixpoint is a finite set. The 
iterative substitution describing the semantics of a /z-calculus expression thus has a finite 
number of steps; and if the meaning of a/z-calculus expression would indeed be computed 
by a naive iteration as described by the semantics, this computation would be guaranteed to 
terminate. 
Note, if none of the relational expressions in the/z-calculus expression contains a join it 
concerns a trivial /z-calculus expression. The join is the only really significant way of 
generating new tuples in an iterative process. It describes how to combine two separate paths 
into a new one. If a relation is viewed as a representation of a graph, with tuples denoting 
the arcs, the join operation describes how to concatenate two paths to create a new one. 
Trivial/z-calculus expressions are not considered in the sequel, they should be expressed in 
standard Relational Algebra. 
Example 4. Let us take as an example the relation AIR with attributes departure, arrival, 
dep_time, and arr_time. This relation contains information about possible flights and their 
respective departure and arrival times. Only direct flights are considered. A possible 
extension of the relation AIR is shown in Table 2. To express all possible connections by air, 
the following/z-calculus expression may be written down: 
/zX[AIR U ¢r 1,6,3.8(AIR >q2 =1^4<3  ^1#2 X)].  
This expression results in the relation shown in Table 3. 
We may make the following observations about the example expression. The first join 
condition states that arrival of the first tuple should be equal to departure of the second, and 
thus a connection is possible. The second join condition states that one has to arrive before 
one can depart again. The third join condition states that cycles should be avoided: one 
should not depart from and arrive in the same place. In every iteration step a tuple 
representing a direct flight is joined with a tuple representing a multi-leg flight, and because 
Table 2. Relation AIR 
Departure Arrival dep_time arr_time 
Amsterdam Paris 9.00 10.30 
Amsterdam Rome 8.30 10.30 
Paris Tokyo 11.00 20.00 
Rome Seoul 12.00 18.00 
Rome London 11.30 13.30 
Seoul Tokyo 19.00 22.30 
London Amsterdam 13.45 14.50 
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Table 3. Result of example xpression. 
Departure Arrival dep time arr time 
Amsterdam Paris 9.00 10.30 
Amsterdam Rome 8.30 10.30 
Amsterdam Tokyo 9.00 20.00 
Amsterdam Seoul 8.30 18.00 
Amsterdam Tokyo 8.30 22.30 
Amsterdam London 8.30 13.30 
Paris Tokyo 11.00 20.00 
Rome Seoul 12.00 18.00 
Rome Tokyo 12.00 22.30 
Rome London 11.30 13.30 
Rome Amsterdam 11.30 14.50 
Seoul Tokyo 19.00 22.30 
London Amsterdam 13.45 14.50 
of the join condition it is not possible to generate a cycle. Since in every step a union is taken 
between the new result tuples and all the previous result tuples, a path from x to y will never 
be added to the solution if was already part of the result. 
Note that in Relational Algebra there is no need to restrict oneself to binary relations and 
equijoins, as is usually done in logic approaches. In Relational Algebra comparisons are part 
of the join condition, and the optimizer knows how to handle them. In Datalog, predicates 
have to be introduced for comparisons between variables. The selection function that 
chooses which predicate to evaluate (see Section 2.2.2) should also take into account hese 
comparisons, and use them if possible as part of a join condition. This aspect will complicate 
the development of selection functions, and has not yet been discussed in papers on that 
subject. 
For the sake of simplicity, the example introduced above just expressed a simple transitive 
closure problem. It is, however, possible to express arbitrary recursive programs with 
/z-calculus expressions. Because the result of a/z-calculus expression is a normal relation it 
may be used in other relational expressions. In contrast o the normal Relational Algebra, 
relational variables are allowed to stand for relational expressions that are evaluated uring 
run-time. These relational variables are introduced for convenience only, and are called 
virtual relations. For example, we can introduce a virtual relation M to stand for the 
expression that has just been discussed. 
M =/ZX[AIR U 7q,6,3,8(AIR~<~2=~^4<3^~+ 2 X)] .  
Since virtual variables may also be used to stand for a recursive definition, they allow an easy 
formulation of more complex recursive problems. For instance, the following system consists 
of two recursive definitions that use each other in their definition. 
S =/ZX[A U rr(B ~'~ X)  U ~r(C >~ T)] 
T= #YID IJ 1 r (A~ Y) U 7r (E~ S)]. 
Note that the use of virtual relations does not have any influence on the meaning of the 
expressions. The above-mentioned expressions can easily be rewritten into a normal 
/z-calculus expression without any virtual relations. To achieve this, a virtual variable V~ has 
to be chosen and all virtual variables used in its definition have to be replaced by their 
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respective definitions. This process should then be iterated over the resulting expression. 
Care should be taken to replace a virtual variable that appears in the scope of its mu-variable 
by this mu-variable, and not by its definition. When the virtual variable S from the foregoing 
expressions i chosen as V,, this results in the following rewritten expression. 
S =/XXIA U ~(B :>< X) U ~(C ~ (/X Y[D U ~'(A ~ Y) U 7r(E ~<~ X)]))]. 
Let it be clear that in this section only descriptions of the syntax and semantics of 
/x-calculus expressions have been given, together with some illustrative xamples. We have 
only discussed the query language part up to now (see Fig. 1 ). This section did, however, not 
describe how the result of a /x-calculus expression should be computed. Although the 
description of the semantics provided a way of computing the result, this is a naive way that, 
in general, will not be very efficient. The optimization strategy that rewrites the query 
language part into the schedule is discussed later, in Section 5. 
4. Types of recursion 
The /x-calculus expression introduced in the previous section enables the formulation of 
arbitrary recursive programs. Let us now consider a classification of recursive rules. This 
classification allows us to distinguish two types of recursion: regular and non-regular. Of 
these two types, regular recursion is by far the most important. 
The terms regular and non-regular ecursion stem from formal languages. They can be 
illustrated by writing down corresponding rammar production rules for a /x-calculus 
expression. The mu-variable of a /x-calculus expression represents a non-terminal symbol, 
whereas the base relations represent erminal-symbols. There is a direct correspondence 
between a/x-calculus expression and a grammar production rule. For a/x-calculus expres- 
sion, as many grammar production rules as there are expressions in the (union of 
expressions) are created. Each of these production rules has as left hand side the mu- 
variable of the/x-calculus expression, and as right hand side the (expression) with omission 
of the relational operators. 
Example 5. Let us consider the following example expression: 
/XX[B U 7"rattributesOrconditions(A X X) ] .  
The corresponding grammar production rules are: 
X-'-" B 
X--* AX .  
As we may see, there is one production rule for the expression B and one for the expression 
~'~(A x X). 
A/x-calculus expression is called regular ecursive if the corresponding grammar production 
rules can be transformed into a regular grammar. In the foregoing example the rules already 
form a regular grammar, so the corresponding/x-calculus expression is regular. A query is 
called regular recursive if the grammar production rules corresponding to the set of virtual 
relations the query refers to can be transformed into a regular grammar. In the sequel all 
regular expressions are assumed to be in a right-recursive form; this is no limitation, since 
right-recursive and left-recursive forms are equivalent (be it in Datalog or XRA). 
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Example 6. An example of a non-regular ecursive /z-calculus expression is the following: 
/ZX[(A x B) U "rro'(A x X x X)].  
The corresponding grammar production rules are: 
X-+ AB 
X--+ AXX.  
The grammar production rules corresponding to this /z-calculus expression cannot be 
transformed into a regular grammar, because the non-terminal symbol occurs twice in the 
body of a rule. 
A subclass of regular recursive rules that is often considered, especially in the context of 
logic optimization, is that of linear recursive rules. Linear recursive rules are rules with 
exactly one recursive predicate (namely the same as the head of the rule), and no other 
recursive predicates. Moreover, there is only one defining rule containing a recursive 
predicate allowed for each head. This means that in the system of corresponding grammar 
production rules, for every non-terminal only one production rule is allowed that contains 
another non-terminal, and this non-terminal should be equal to the non-terminal defined by 
the rule itself. In fact, the first example of this section was an example of a linear recursive 
rule. There is only one production rule for X that contains a non-terminal, and this 
non-terminal is equal to X. In [15] the term regular rules was used to denote these linear 
rules, however, this is not in line with common terminology in formal languages. 
Note that because of the associativity and commutativity of the join operation, a linear 
recursive rule can always be put into a regular right-recursive form. For instance, the 
expression A N X~-~ B may be written as A ~'~ B ~,~ X. However, this is not guaranteed to 
lead to a more efficient computation; the joins may degenerate into Cartesian products. 
Another notion that is often used in the context of recursive rules is that of mutual 
recursion. A collection of rules is said to be mutually recursive if they are used in each 
other's definition. Recollect from the previous ection the following example. 
S =/ZX[A U 7r(B N X)  U 7r(C ~ T)] 
T =/Z Y[D O ~r(A ~ Y) U Ir(E ~'~ S)]. 
These expressions are mutually recursive because S and T are used in each other's definition. 
The corresponding grammar ules for this example are: 
X--+ A 
X--+ BX 
X---~ CY 
Y-+ D 
Y--+ AY  
Y-+ EX.  
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As may be seen from the grammar production rules, this is also an example that falls into the 
category of regular recursion. To conclude this section, let us study one more example of a 
regular, mutually recursive program. 
Example 7. Imagine a sparse public transport network in which it is possible to take either 
the train or the bus, but not all cities can be reached directly through one means of 
transport. Hence, we have to take a, probably alternating, sequence of train and bus rides. 
We thus have relations TRAIN(departure, arrival, dep time, arr_time), BUS(departure, 
arrival, dep_time, arr_time) and TRANSFER(city). The relation TRANSFER represents 
that one can transfer from train to bus and vice versa in the named city. For the sake of the 
example, the relation TRANSFER has a simple structure. One can imagine it to consist of 
more attributes, for instance, to indicate the minimum time that is required for the transfer. 
The /z-calculus expressions that model this problem are the following. 
Q1 =/zX[TRAIN U 7r 1.6,3,s(TRAIN ~<z= l^ 172^4<3 X) U 
77"1,6,3,8( TC t><32= 1 :,1#2 ~ 4<3 02)] 
Q2 =/zY[BUS U "h' I ,6,3,8(BUS~2=I^l .~2^4< 3 y)U 
77l,6,3,8(BCD<32=l^ I~2,4<3 Q1)] 
TC = %,2,3,4(TRAIN t:~2= 1 TRANSFER) 
BC = 7rl,2,3,4(BUS 1><12= 1 TRANSFER).  
In this example Q~ models all trips that start with a train ride, and are followed by an 
arbitrary number of train rides (the join with X) and possibly a transfer to a bus trip (the 
join with Q2). Similarly, Q2 models all trips that start with a bus trip. 
Now that a classification of recursive rules has been given, the problem of efficiently 
solving recursive programs will be studied. In the next section a rewriting strategy is 
described for regular recursive programs. This strategy enables an efficient computation of, 
for instance, the last example, which was regular mutually recursive. 
5. Algebraic optimization of regular recursion 
In Section 3 we discussed the query language level of XRA and showed how to express 
recursion in algebra by means of a fixpoint construct called/z-calculus expression. Now that 
we have a construct in our language to express recursion, we can develop optimization 
strategies that deal with such a construct. 
Although /z-calculus expressions provide a convenient way of expressing recursion, it is 
rather hard to see the meaning of a set of mutually recursive rules. Therefore, in Section 5.1 
a graphical way of depicting regular ecursive queries, called transition graphs, is introduced. 
This may increase the insight in the answers a query should produce. After that, in Section 
5.2 the evaluation of mutually recursive rules is studied in the context of these transition 
graphs. In Section 5.3 an algorithm is described that rewrites regular mutually recursive 
rules. This rewriting algorithm is based on the evaluation in the context of transition graphs. 
It produces a sequence of relational expressions and transitive closure operations, in which 
duplicate computations are avoided as much as possible. This rewriting algorithm takes us 
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from the query language level to the schedule language level, as was shown in Fig. 1. It is 
this rewriting algorithm that incorporates the major optimizations: computing common 
expressions only once, introducing transitive closure, and reducing the number of join 
operations. Finally, in Section 5.4 we discuss extra optimization possibilities that arise when 
we are dealing with mutually recursive systems that are not fully connected. 
5.1 Transition graphs 
Since we suppose that the system of regular mutually recursive rules is already in a 
right-recursive form, we can depict it directly by a finite automaton or by an equivalent 
graph formalism. Here the graph formalism, called a transition graph, is used. In this 
transition graph, the grammar production rules corresponding to the queries are depicted. 
For every non-terminal symbol there is a corresponding node in the graph; one of these 
nodes is designated as the start node--th is  can be any node, depending on the query at 
hand. For convenience, there is also a node in this graph representing the end of the 
computation; this node is called the end node. The nodes in the transition graph are 
connected by arcs, denoting the terminal symbols in the grammar production rules. For 
every grammar rule there is an arc in the transition graph. The formal definition of a 
transition graph is as follows. 
G -- (V, A), V= {0, 1 . . . .  n}, n the number of non-terminal symbols, 
A = {(v~, v2,/)1 vl, v~ e V, l ~ L} ,  
L = (zr, tr, R) with R E relational expressions. 
The translation from a /z-calculus expression and its corresponding rammar production 
rules to a transition graph is straightforward, and not shown here. 
As we may see, the labels alongside the arcs consist of a projection-list, a selection-list, 
and a relational expression consisting of base relations. Every possible path from the start 
node to the end node depicts a set of solutions to the query. The expression giving rise to 
this set of solutions can be constructed from the labels alongside the arcs that are traversed 
in this path. This construction is as follows. Suppose there is a path from start node n 1 to end 
node n3, consisting of arcs  (n l ,  n2, 11) and (n2, n3, 12), where l~ = (7'/'1, O'1, R1) and l 2 = 
(rr 2, o" 2, R2). The resulting expression is then formed by zr10-1(R 1x (Tr20-ER2)). Given the 
construction of the graph, this is equivalent to 7rl(R 1 ~(TrE0-2R2) ). 
For convenience, the projection-list and selection-list will not be shown in the graphical 
representation f transition graphs. Also, when the expressions corresponding to a transition 
graph are discussed, only projection and join symbols are used, without the appropriate 
subscripts and conditions. This will help the reader to focus on the important issues, without 
being distracted by an overly complex notation. In the graphical representation f transition 
graphs the start node is always numbered 1 and the end node is always numbered 0. Since 
every path from the start node to the end node gives rise to a set of solutions, the answer to 
a given query is found by taking the union of all possible paths from the start node to the end 
node. This operation is known as a Kleene closure in the context of regular expressions [21]. 
The graphical representation f the transition graph corresponding to the example that we 
have encountered a few times before is shown in Fig. 3. From this graph we may see that 
solutions are obtained by computing, for instance, the result of the expressions B and 
7r(A N B). In Fig. 4, the transition graph that corresponds with the public transportation 
problem from Example 7 is depicted. Again, we may find solutions by traversing the various 
paths in the graph. 
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Fig. 3. Transition graph for example expression. 
, . / fl A I,~ / ~ L¢ I '.~' 
T :tCAIN O"~_  1) U,S' 
Fig. 4. Public transportation problem. 
In the next section the evaluation of transition graphs is studied. It will turn out that by 
transforming these transition graphs-- i.e. rewriting the corresponding algebraic 
equations--a more efficient computation may be obtained than by a naive evaluation 
strategy. Although strategies from formal languages [21] might be used for evaluating 
transition graphs, this would result in many redundant computations that are avoided by the 
transformation process to be described. 
5.2 Evaluation of a transition graph 
We have seen that in a transition graph, every path from start node to end node 
corresponds with an expression that yields a set of solutions to the query. The union of all 
paths from start node to end node corresponds with the complete solution to the query. For 
the transition graph shown in Fig. 3, we may thus conclude that the complete set of solutions 
is generated by the following expression. 
• Bt_ JA1Bt. jA2Bt. J . . .=BU 0 A iB. 
i=1 
As before, A1B denotes Ir(A N B), A2B denotes ~r(A~-~ 7r(AN B)), etc. Since we have 
already seen that because of the finiteness of the relations in the database and the 
monotonicity of the operations a least fixpoint for the query exists, we can be sure that there 
is some finite n such that the solution is equivalent to the following expression. 
BU O A iB= BU(ArNB) .  
i=1  
Here, A r denotes the transitive closure AU~r(A~A)  U . . .  of A. This allows us to 
transform the transition graph for this problem, resulting in the graph shown in Fig. 5. As 
can be seen, the cycle from node 1 to node 1 has been replaced by a new type of arc. This is 
a graphical convenience to indicate that this arc may only be traversed once in each path. 
Since it is but a graphical convenience, it does not change the definition of a transition graph, 
and does not influence the algorithm to be developed. From the transformed transition graph 
we immediately see that the solution is given by the expression B LJ ¢r(ArN B). 
fl]•• AT 1 B 
Fig. 5. Transformed transition graph. 
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The transition graph in Fig. 5 is the simplest graph depicting recursion that one can 
imagine. The solution consists of the two paths from start node to end node, and the 
evaluation is straightforward. When we study the transition graph from Fig. 4 we see that it 
is much more complex. It is difficult to come up with all possible paths from start node to 
end node. This is due to the three cycles in the graph. We have already seen that a cycle 
from node i to itself may be replaced by a special arc, with the transitive closure of the old 
label as its new label. The following step is to find a way to remove a cycle between 
differently numbered nodes. This may be done by removing the upward going arc (from the 
lower numbered node to the higher numbered node), which disconnects the higher num- 
bered node. Just removing the arc, however, will cause the loss of several paths, and thus 
solutions. The remedy for this is to incorporate the paths that are lost in the labels of arcs 
that can still be traversed. This is done by incorporating in label lq all paths that went from 
node i to node j via the removed node k in the old transition graph. In this way, no 
information is lost. This process is illustrated in the next example. 
Example 8. Let us take the transition graph from Fig. 4, which depicts the public transporta- 
tion problem, as the graph to be transformed. For brevity, the label alongside the arc from 
node i to node j is denoted by 10 in this example. First the cycle from node 2 to itself is 
removed, by taking the transitive closure of the old label: 
¢ 
122 := 12T2 .
This results in the transition graph shown in Fig. 6. The next step is to remove the cycle 
between odes 1 and 2. This is done by removing the arc from node 1 to node 2. Hence, 
some of the labels have to be adjusted. Label 11~ --denoting all paths that go from node 1 to 
node 1 - -now has to incorporate all paths that go from node 1 via node 2 back to node 1 in 
the graph from Fig. 6. Similarly, label l m now has to incorporate all paths that go from node 
1 via node 2 to node 0 in the transition graph from Fig. 6. This leads to the following 
expressions: 
l l l  '=  (111 [''j ~r(l,2 >< ~r(l~2 </21) )  ['J 71"(/12 D<~ 12,)) 
l'10 := 110 kJ ~'(112 ~< 7r(122 t>< 120)) U 7r(/12 t></20). 
And since the cycle in node 1 is the only one remaining, we may take the transitive closure 
of the label and remove the cycle: 
r' := t ; [  11 
This results in the transition graph shown in Fig. 7. Node 2 is now unreachable from node 1 
and this graph is, therefore, equivalent to the one shown in Fig. 5. 
I•Q 
111 
llo 0~ /20 
Fig. 6. Graph after first transformation step. 
1 • 12~ .~. 2 
Fig. 7. Graph after second transformation step. 
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current node:= highest numbered node; 
remove local cycle (arc from current node to current node); 
repeat 
current node := currentnode - 1 ; 
remove upward going arcs; 
incorporate lost paths into labels; 
remove local cycle 
until currentnode = startnode 
Fig. 8. Outline of rewriting algorithm. 
In the following section, an algorithm is described that uses the techniques just illustrated to 
rewrite regular mutually recursive rules. 
5.3 Rewriting algorithm 
The technique used in the previous section to evaluate the public transportation 
prob lem-  a good example of regular mutual recursion--may be generalized for arbitrary 
complex transition graphs. First, the local cycle (i.e. the arc from a node to itself) in the 
highest numbered node is removed--provided, of course, that there is such a cycle. Then, 
the highest numbered node but one is considered. For this node, all upward going arcs are 
removed, and any paths that are lost are incorporated in the appropriate labels of arcs that 
can still be traveled. Finally, the local cycle in this node is removed. This process is repeated 
until the end node is the only node that can still be reached from the start node. The outline 
of this algorithm is shown in Fig. 8. The rewriting algorithm is described in full detail ater 
on, but it seems a good idea to study one more example first. This may enable us to discover 
some optimizations that can improve the algorithm. 
Example 9. Let us take as an example the following regular mutually recursive rules, where 
R~ is the rule corresponding with the query: 
R I = IzX[llo U 7r(l,, ~X)  U 7r(112 D<3 R2) U 7r(113 ~< R3)] 
R e = 12 Y[120 U 71"(121 D<3 R1 ) U 77"(122 D<3 y)  U 7r(123 D<3 R3)] 
R s = ~.£Z[130 U 7r(13,~R,)U "n'(132[><~R2)U "n'(133~<lZ)]. 
The first step, according to the algorithm, is to remove the cycle in node 3. Hence, 133 is 
replaced by the transitive closure of this label• There is no need to change any of the other 
labels since no paths have been lost. The first step thus results in the following assignment 
statements: 
l;3 = 13~ 
132 := 132 
l~ l := 131 
130 := 130 • 
In the next step, the arc from node 2 to node 3 has to be removed. By this removal several 
paths are lost, and some of the labels have to be adjusted to prevent such a loss. This is 
112 :=  112 (3 ,(113 
Ill := ll l  U , (113 
1~0:= 110 t..J .(113 
I';, := r,, u -(1i~ 
¢ t 17o := 110 U "(112 
17,'= ,"~ ~11 • 
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completely in line with the changes made in the previous section. The resulting assignment 
statements are as follows: 
122 :=  122 U "(123 ~<1 .(1;3 ~<~ I;2)) U "(123 ~<~ 132) 
12, := 12, U .(123 ~.(133 N 13,)) U .(123 t~ l;,) 
120 .= 120 U -(123 N .(l;3 ><~ 130)) U .(123 ><1130 ) .
The local cycle in node 2 may now be removed too, by taking a transitive closure of the 
label: 
Finally, the start node has been reached. Now the arcs from node 1 to nodes 3 and 2 have to 
be removed, and a transitive closure of the label has to be taken: 
t><~ "( /33 ~ 132)) t,.J .h-(/13 t>~ 132) 
N .(t ;~ ~ 1;,)) u . ( t ,~ N 1;,) 
N .(133 ~-~ 1;0)) U "(113 D<l l;0 ) 
D><] "( /22 D><] 121) (..] .(1'12 ~ 121) 
N ~(122 N l~o)) u . ( r , :  N 12o) 
These expressions may be combined by doing all replacements at once: 
l ' .  := (l u U .( lx3 N .( l~3 N l'3t)) U ~r(l~3 ~'~ l'3~) 
1'10 := 1,0 U .(113 I><] " ( / ;3  D<] 1;0)) U 7/'(113 D<3 130) 
u -(1;2 N -(l~2 N 12o)) u -(1;2 ~ 12o). 
By changing the labels as described, the result is again a transition graph that is as simple as 
the one shown in Fig. 5. The solut ion-- the union of all paths from start node to end 
node- - i s  again given by the following expression: 
- ( l l ,  >~ 1;o ) U li0. 
From the example just described, we may see that the rewriting strategy works by starting 
from the highest numbered node and going down to the start node. While going downwards, 
every label lq is changed in the following way: 
l;~ := lit U U . ( l ; k  ~ .(l 'kk ~ l'kj)) U . ( l ; k  ~:1 l'kj ) . 
k=max(i+ l,j+ l) 
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And for the elements l, a transitive closure is computed of the foregoing expression to 
remove the local cycle. 
The expression for l',j may be rewritten to reduce the number of join operations. As can be 
seen, the expression contains three join operations. The following, equivalent expression 
contains only two join operations and is, therefore, likely to be computed more efficiently: 
l;/ := lij (-~ 0 7r((Tr(l;k ~ l'kk) tO l;k) ~ l'kj). 
k = max(i + 1 . j+ I ) 
The procedure for evaluating a transition graph as described until now, can be put into a 
form that is easy to implement on a computer. A transition graph is represented as a matrix. 
There is a row for every node but the end node, and a column for every node. (Since there 
are no arcs leaving the end node, there is no need for a row corresponding with the end 
node.) Each matrix element lq contains the label of the arc between ode i and node j. The 
data structure thus consists of an n × (n + 1) matrix. And just like we started from the 
highest numbered node and then worked downwards, the computation has to start at row n, 
and go downwards until row 1 is entirely computed. This may be noticed too from the 
expression for element l'i/, where elements l~k and l~q, with k > i, are used. Similarly, in the 
computation of llj the element l'ik, with k > j, is used. We should, therefore, start at element 
li, in each row, and work downwards until li~ has been computed. 
It may be noticed that both in the computation of l'~j and l~(/_~) the sub-expression 
7r(l'gx ~ I~,) tO l'~, appears, with x > i; the element l'~ is never used as such. An optimization 
can, therefore, be achieved by computing ~(l'ix ~< l'~x ) (3 l'~x instead of l'~. The formula for l'~/ 
then changes as follows: 
l;/:= l,/U U zr(l;k E>~ l'k/) . 
k =max( i  + 1 , j+ 1 ) 
The algorithm is now optimized both with respect o the number of join operations and 
the amount of redundant computations. It is shown in Fig. 9. Note that optimization with 
respect o the amount of redundant computations i  always beneficiary, since it will save a 
considerable number of relational operations. The reduction of the number of join oper- 
ations does not necessarily lead to a more efficient computation. Besides the number of join 
operations the cardinality of the operand relations is important oo, and this cardinality is 
hard (next to impossible) to estimate beforehand. Since an estimation of the actual cost of 
computation is so hard to get, the minimization of the number of join operations seems to be 
a good heuristic. 
for i :=  n downto  ] do 
begin 
for j :=  n downto (i  + I )  do 
begin 
l# := l~j t J (_ J~.~j<Tr( l .  ~ lk ) ;  
l,i := ~r(lij ~ l#) U l,i ) 
end; 
for j := 0 to i do l# := I~/ 0 U "k-~+ ~ rr(l~k x lk/); 
1,:= l r 
end; 
return 17"(lll ~< l l , )  tO 110 
Fig.  9. Rewr i t ing  a lgor i thm.  
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5.4 Optimization of partially connected systems 
The rewriting strategy we developed has thus far only been discussed for fully connected 
systems of equations. In all examples, every node was connected to every other node. Of 
course, recursive problems may be much simpler than this, and we may also use our strategy 
to solve them. Let us change the equations from Example 9 in the following way: 
R, = tzX[l,o LJ 7r(l,, N X) LJ 7r(1,2 t>~ R2) ] 
R 2 = 120 LI 77"(123 t><~ R3) 
R 3 =/xZ[130 t3 7r(132 ~-~ R2) LJ 17"(133 D<] Z)].  
This system is much simpler than the one of Example 9; it is shown in Fig. 10. As may be 
seen, R E and R 3 form a strongly connected component (SCC). We may therefore use our 
rewriting algorithm to optimize the evaluation of this SCC, and then substitute the result in 
the expression for R 1. 
The detection of strongly connected components in a graph, and ordering them in a linear 
way for evaluation, is a well-known problem. Algorithms to do this can, for instance, be 
found in [14]. We may use these algorithms to detect strongly connected components, and 
then use our rewriting strategy on these components. Thereby combining the two, to come 
to a more efficient computation. 
5.5 Conclusions 
The rewriting strategy developed in this section is applicable to arbitrary, regular mutually 
recursive programs; this has been illustrated by some examples of fully connected systems of 
equations. The rewriting strategy is applicable to fully general queries. The rewriting 
algorithm itself is optimized with respect o the number of join operations and the number of 
redundant computations, thus leading to a more efficient computation than a naive evalua- 
tion of the algebraic equations. The output of this rewriting algorithm is a sequence of 
standard Relational Algebra expressions and transitive closure operations. Extra optimiza- 
tion possibilities that arise when dealing with systems that are not fully connected have also 
been discussed. 
The advantage of our rewriting strategy is that the transitive closure operation is a 
well-known standard operation, for which special algorithms can be developed. If a query 
contains a selection on a recursive definition, this selection can partly be pushed into the 
computation of the transitive closure. In Section 7 several algorithms for the computation of 
the transitive closure of a relation are described, and it is discussed how to push a selection 
into the computation of the transitive closure. 
~ ll I ~ 133 2 % \ j  
llo ~ /.30 
Fig. 10. A not fully connected system. 
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6. Evaluation of non-regular recursion 
As already stated in Section 4, regular recursion is by far the most prominent ype of 
recursion. The optimization of non-regular recursion is, therefore, not studied in depth. It is 
assumed that non-regular ecursion is solved by an iterative process, by algorithms uch as 
the ones in Fig. 11 [2]. 
As may be seen, the algorithms implement a straightforward iteration over the/z-calculus 
expression in the query. The function/x-evaluate starts by substituting the empty relation for 
the variable X, computing the result of the expression, and substituting this result for X until 
the result of successive iterations does not change anymore. The evaluation of the relational 
expressions in the /x-calculus expression (f,(X)) is done by a call to the function evaluate. 
This function solves nested /.t-calculus expressions by a recursive call to the function 
tz-evaluate, and finally solves the remaining standard Relational Algebra expression by a call 
to the function process. The function process hould be regarded as a call to the conventional 
relational query optimizer. 
The algorithms may be improved by using only really new tuples produced in the previous 
iteration in each successive iteration step. This type of evaluation is called semi-naive, and 
described in several papers [6, 12]. 
7. Transitive closure 
In the previous ections a rewriting strategy has been introduced that transforms a regular 
recursive query (i.e. a system of linear equations) into a sequence of Relational Algebra 
expressions and transitive closure operations. It is, therefore, crucial to have some 'good' 
algorithms available for computation of the transitive closure of a relation. And since the 
performance of transitive closure algorithms very much depends on the type of relation 
(structure, connectivity, etc., see [23]), we foresee a whole range of algorithms upported by 
the database system, with the query optimizer deciding which algorithm is most appropriate. 
Because the transitive closure of a relation is a common and simple example of a recursive 
query (think of the well-known ancestor problem), there is much interest in algorithms for its 
computation. A body of research has been performed on this subject [3, 7, 23, 28], and 
function tz-evaluate(M : p,-calculus expression): Relation; 
(* M = ~X[ f l (X  ) U f2(X) U - . .  u rn (x ) ] * )  
var X_new, X_old : Relation; 
begin 
X_new := 0; 
repeat 
X_old := X_new; 
X_new := U ~'-l evaluate(f/X_old)) 
until Xnew = X_old; 
return X_new 
end 
function evaluate(Q : Query): Relation; 
begin 
if Q contains ix-calculus expression 
then Q := replace all/x-calculus expressions M not contained in 
another one by/z-evaluate(M); 
return process(Q) 
end; 
Fig. 11. Evaluating non-regular recursion. 
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transitive closure is being supported by some database systems [37]. Recently, one has 
started to study the use of distributed computation for transitive closure queries [19, 40, 44]. 
This is, however, still a difficult topic, and it seems that one should have some knowledge 
about the application domain to really benefit from parallel processing, as in [23, 24, 25]. 
Although in the context of PRISMA distributed transitive closure algorithms are very 
interesting, we will not go into this now. A good overview of parallel strategies for the 
transitive closure operation may be found in [8, 9]. 
A first way to compute the transitive closure of a relation is the naive approach. This is a 
simple iteration over the recursive expression, as we used to describe the semantics of 
/x-calculus expressions in Section 3.1. This way of evaluation leads to a great number of 
redundant computations. A widely used improvement upon the naive algorithm is the 
so-called semi-naive or delta algorithm. It has been widely applied under several names 
[6, 12], and is shown in Fig. 12. The idea behind the semi-naive algorithm is to restrict the 
variable power to paths that are really new, i.e. generated in the last iteration step and not 
generated before. When nodes are connected in several ways, only one of the connecting 
paths is used in the construction of new paths. So, the variable power only contains those 
connections, produced in the previous iteration step, that are really new. This is accom- 
plished by introducing a minus operation in the algorithm. 
If the longest path in a graph is n, the number of iterations required when applying the 
semi-naive algorithm is n. Hence, the number of joins and unions that are computed by 
applying the delta algorithm is n. The size of one of the join-operands has been reduced, at 
the cost of a minus operation. Because a minus operation is cheaper than a join, this is 
usually beneficiary. An index on R can be used to facilitate the remaining join. The 
semi-naive algorithm is a great improvement when there are many different paths between 
two nodes. When the graph represented by R is a tree, or only sparsely connected, the 
semi-naive algorithm does not represent an improvement to the naive algorithm. 
Besides the semi-naive algorithm, a whole lot of other algorithms have been developed. 
These algorithms reduce the number of iterations required and the size of the join operands 
[7, 23, 28]. We will not discuss these approaches now, but instead concentrate on the 
problem of pushing selections into transitive closure algorithms. 
7.1 Selection on closure 
We have already observed that queries will often consist of a selection on the result of a 
recursive query. This means that after rewriting recursive queries into Relational Algebra 
and transitive closure operations, the selection has to be pushed into the computation of the 
transitive closure. This will help to speed up processing, by reducing the size of the join 
k :=0;  
delta := R; 
union := R; 
repeat 
k :=k+l ;  
power  := Ir( R ~ delta); 
(*power = R k + 1 , )  
delta := power  - union; 
union := union U delta 
until delta = ~; 
(*union = uki+=l 1 R ~*) 
return union 
Fig. 12. Semi-naive algorithm. 
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operands. As a running example, the computation of the transitive closure of a binary 
relation R will be used. It is expressed by the following/x-calculus expression: 
=/xX[R U X)I. 2=1 
Remember that this expression just states what has to be computed, and does not yet imply 
how such a computation will take place. 
First let us assume that the selection concerns an attribute not involved in the join- 
condition. From [1] we may learn that a selection can be pushed into the computation of the 
transitive closure if the attribute it concerns does not change places during subsequent 
computations. Hence, a selection on the second attribute of R can be pushed into the 
computation of the transitive closure--the projection takes care that it does not change 
places. This is illustrated by the following expression: 
o-2=eE =/xX[o-z=~R U 7r,,4(R ~ or2=cX) ]  • 2=1 
Assuming that the computation is carried out in the naive way, the selection reduces the 
amount of computation considerably. First R is restricted, and then this restricted R is 
substituted for X in the following join. Thereby, the cardinality of the join-operand gets 
considerably smaller. (Note that due to the semantics of the /x-calculus expression, the 
selection on X is, in fact, redundant.) 
A selection on the first attribute of R cannot be pushed into the computation of the 
transitive closure without proper care. It does not abide by the rule just formulated: the 
selection concerns an attribute that changes place during the subsequent computations. In
fact, it concerns a joining attribute that disappears because of the projection. It can easily be 
seen that the following inequality holds: 
o-]=cE ~ l~X[Orl=cR U "IT 1,4(Orl=c R~ X)]. 
When the naive way of computing the result of this expression is followed, it is clear that 
valid paths are missed. The restricted version of R is substituted for X, which only contains 
paths starting in c; whereas this selection should only apply to the final result. 
However, because the transitive closure of a relation represents a special case, the 
expression can be rewritten in such a way that the selection can be pushed down. If the 
transitive closure is considered in its graph-context, i  may be noted that the original 
expression represents a computation where from a certain start node, arcs are added to the 
constructed paths until the end nodes are reached. But the computation can also be done the 
other way around, starting from the end node and following the arcs backwards to the start 
nodes. Therefore, the original right-recursive expression can always be rewritten into an 
equivalent left-recursive xpression (or a non-regular recursive xpression, see e.g. [34]). 
This gives the following result: 
E '  ~- ]d,X[g U "/71,4(X ~ R) ] .  2=1 
When the naive way of computing the result of the expression is followed, it shall be obvious 
that the selection can now be pushed into this expression, resulting in the following: 
~r, =~E' =/xX[~r, :cR U ~r,.4(o',=~X  R)I. 
Again note that, due to the semantics of the/x-calculus expression, the selection on X is, in 
fact, redundant. 
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k :=0;  
delta = tr2=cR; 
plural_union := cr2_cR; 
repeat 
k :=k+l ;  
power := 7r(R 2~1 delta); 
delta : = power - plural_union; 
plural_union := plural_union U delta 
until delta = 0; 
return p lura lun ion  
Fig. 13. Selection on closure. 
This rewriting of the original expression is only valid because the transitive closure is such 
a special case. The relations in the expression all have the same schema, and the join and 
projection operations are guaranteed to return a correct result. Although the example 
presented concerned a binary relation, these techniques are also valid for relations with more 
than two attributes and for non-equality join conditions. 
An algorithm to compute a selection on the transitive closure of a relation can easily be 
given. In Fig. 13 an algorithm is presented that integrates a selection on the second attribute 
of the transitive closure of the relation R with a semi-naive valuation. As stated before, we 
foresee a whole range of transitive closure algorithms implemented on the database system. 
Each of these algorithms may easily be adapted to incorporate selections on attributes, as 
illustrated in this section for the semi-naive approach. 
8. Conclusions 
In this paper we showed that recursive queries may be optimized in a logic context and in 
an algebraic ontext. We also showed that the techniques used in both contexts resemble 
each other very much. We explained that in our opinion new advanced atabase systems will 
be built starting from existing relational technology, and that it is therefore appropriate to 
study optimization of recursive queries in an algebraic ontext. 
We then extended Relational Algebra with a fixpoint construct, called/x-calculus expres- 
sion, that allows us to express arbitrary recursive queries in an algebraic way. Since we now 
had a construct for expressing recursive queries in algebra, we were able to define 
optimization strategies on this construct. We described an optimization strategy to rewrite 
regular (in the context of formal grammars) mutually recursive queries into Relational 
Algebra and transitive closure operations. We also described the extra optimizations 
incorporated in the algorithm, e.g. minimizing the number of join operations, and how to 
push selections into transitive closure operations. 
Since transitive closure is such a well-structured simple recursive operation, special 
algorithms for its computation may be developed. This topic has received much attention 
lately. In the context of PRISMA, parallel algorithms for transitive closure computations are 
particularly interesting. We are currently investigating this topic [24, 25, 26], to allow 
distributed computation of the transitive closure operations that result from our optimization 
strategy. 
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